
November 16, 2022 Site Council 
 
Andy presented R1 and R2 data, pilled to reflect D and F. Also provided DFI for last year. 
Compiled by level, department and race. 
Important to remember this is a snapshot for this moment. Slide show. ruby 
 
Included intervention plan from last spring 
Reflect , process, identify standouts 
 
Offerings,  
 

1) F and D remain similar , slight move from A to b with r2. Predictable. 
2) Grading for growth, grading practice. 
3) Bipoc students showing a similar trajectory. More pathways.  
4) What are the ingredients of and F for r1, so few assignments. 
5) Canvas new grading, how versed in canvas, 
6) Science and math, 6 tests, one mode of assessment test homework, does not account 

for diverse skills, limited way to show mastery and understanding. projects/ 
7) Survey for DFI students. 
8) Teachers on the same page about communication pathways and turning work and 

email. 
 
*Essential climate issues 
Substance impact on climate/ how we intervene/ staff intervention and awareness 
Sexual harassment 
Bathrooms: respect 
Parent versus school responsibility. Balance and responsibility/ cvs 
Safeway, respect,  
*Assemblies: harassment and behavior postponing dance/assemblies. Collectively earn. 
*name List bathroom: admin came together with students, investigated, name of students 
involved. The *why behind it, what are symptoms to understand the why. Information sessions. 
*mandated reporters 
*Finding balance between mandated reporters and students need to express experiences and 
needs. 
*Students feeling need and not having a venue. Need for how to share information,in addition to 
teacher sharing. 
*minutes and accountability. 
Education around the issue 
 
JC Farr: We don’t sit in a vacuum, we mirror the world. Not immune. More kids using drugs. We 
want a place free from that. Where is the pressure coming from? Where is the self monitoring, 
the moment they step away. What are behaviors telling us? Lack of respect for one another. 
 
Facade of safety 



 
Pressure and entitlement 
 
Fire drill, building committee meeting, 2024 election bond march for modernization.  
 
Student report: parking, alcohol, results, people feeling safety a priority. 
Adrian will revisit the next meeting about ideas related to these issues. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 


